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DISCLAIMER 

This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the United States 
Government. While this document is believed to contain correct information, neither the 
United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor the Regents of the University of 
California, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
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process, or service by its trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
United States Government or any agency thereof, or the Regents of the University of 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report presents Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory's thermal analysis of the Bonne
ville Power Administrations's Residential Standards Demonstration Program. The 
analysis sought to determine the energy savings for houses built to the Model Conserva
tion Standards as proposed by the Northwest Power Planning Council. The analysis is 
based on 232 houses built to the Model Conservation Standards and 292 selected to 
represent current building practice. 

The thermal analysis consists of three parts. The "Thermal Pre-Analysis" was 
undertaken to determine the extent of distortions in thermal performance during the first 
few months after the construction of the house. In addition, we sought to learn, through 
simulation, the minimum length of monitoring needed to accurately estimate annual 
space heating consumption. Second, the "Consumption Analysis" was undertaken to 
assess differences in energy consumption based on raw triple-meter data, that is, prior to 
any adjustment for differences in weather, building, or occupant characteristics. Finally, 
the "SUBMET Analysis" was undertaken to compare the thermal performance of the 
houses after normalizing the metered space heating energy use to account for differences 
in floor area, internal gains, inside temperature, and climate. 

The Thermal Pre-Analysis (Section 1) indicated that a new house's energy consump
tion would be significantly distorted during the first few months. Factors affecting space 
heating included charging the thermal mass of the floor slab (or basement) and the earth 
beneath it and drying out the building materials. In addition, we tested the accuracy of 
our model to predict annual space heating use based on only a few months of measured 
data. In general, SUBMET needs at least eight weeks of reliable data in order to accu
rately predict annual performance. However, many more weeks may be necessary if only 
shoulder-season data are available or occupant behavior is erratic. Finally, we present 
results from the occupant survey. 

The data for the thermal analysis come from many sources so we developed pro
cedures to filter the data for possible errors. (Section 2) 

The Consumption Analysis (Section 3) extracts crude conclusions based on whole
heating season data. We calculated the annual electricity use for space heating, water 
heating, and appliances based on kilowatt-hour meter readings about one year apart. 
Even though no adjustments were made for many factors that influence space heating 
use, the MCS houses used overall about 30% less space heat than the Control houses. 
The average savings ranged from 2000 kWh in Zone 2 to 4500 kWh in Zone 3. Figure 1 
shows the space heating savings for each zone. MCS used about 200 kWh/year less water 
heating in spite of more occupants, possibly due to newer, more efficient units. MCS 
houses used slightly more appliance energy. These differences are relatively small, and 
one can conclude that the groups are .not greatly dissimilar. Mter adjusting only for 
differences in floor area, the MCS houses used about 43% less space heating energy in the 
1985-86 heating season. Figure 3 shows the ratio of MCS to Control house energy use for 
different figures of merit. 

The SUBMET Analysis (Section 4) estimates annual space heating energy consump
tion, after normalizing for floor area, internal gains, inside temperature, and clim ate. 
Results for the basecase SUBMET analysis are summarized in Figure 2 and comparisons 
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with other analysis procedures are presented in Figures 1 and 3. The Power Council 
values are also shown. When SUBMET uses operating assumptions similar to those actu
ally encountered in the houses, it closely parallels the Consumption Analysis' 
"Space/Area" (Figure C-4), thus benchmarking SUBMET for subsequent normalizations. 
Under the basecase assumptions, the MCS houses used about 45% less space heating 
energy than the Control houses. Modified assumptions were also tested. In general, the 
results are most sensitive to changes in the internal gains and the fraction that contri
butes useful heat. 

The range in space heating use was less for MCS houses than for Control houses, 
which is reflected in the standard deviations. The narrower distribution of energy use 
among MCS houses could have significant electricity demand forecasting implications. 
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Figure 1. Space heating energy savings from the MCS by climate zone. Each cluster 
represents a different analysis procedure. The Power Council's values are derived from 
simulations and should be interpreted with care because slightly different assumptions are 
used. 
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Figure 2. Annual space heating for MCS and Control houses in each climate zone using 
monitored data. The basecase assumptions were used in these estimates. 
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Figure 3. The ratio of MCS to Control for several indicators of performance. A ratio of 
0.92 indicates that the MCS houses used 92% of the energy of the Control houses. The 
first three clusters, total electricity use, space heating, and floor-area adjusted space heat
ing, come from the 1985-86 consumption analysis. The last cluster consists of ratios 
derived from the Council simulatioDs. 
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1. BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF PAST REPORTS 

Background 

The Bonneville Power Administration (BP A), the Northwest Power Planning Coun
cil (Power Council), and the four states in the Pacific Northwest have developed energy 
~onservation standards proposed for new, electrically-heated residential buildings. The 
"Model Conservation Standards" (MCS) are expected to result in a substantial reduction 
in space heating energy use when compared to current building practice. The Residential 
Standards Demonstration Program (RSDP) was created by BP A to demonstrate that the 
MCS could be incorporated into conventional home building, to help establish a market 
for energy efficient houses, and to provide training and experience for the home building 
industry. In addition to transferring new, energy-efficient building technologies to 
residential contractors, the RSDP provided valuable field data. The builders participat
ing in the RSDP kept detailed records of construction costs, both for MCS houses and 
matched houses built to current practice ("Control" houses). This information will per
mit BP A to evaluate the incre~ental cost of the MCS. The analysis of the physical 
characteristics and cost data of the RSDP houses is presented in a separate report.* 

BP A also created a monitoring program to measure the energy use of the MCS 
houses and the Control houses. The monitoring program documents the energy savings 
of the MCS houses as well as identifies unique energy performance issues related to the 
new designs. The cost-effectiveness of the standards can then be estimated by comparing 
the incremental costs of MCS components (beyond current practice) to the incremental 
energy savings. 

The RSDP involved a great number of institutions, private firms, and individuals. 
In the thermal analysis, the principal actors included: 

• Bonneville Power Administration, supervised and financed RSDP, 
• Northwest Power Planning Council, proposed and oversaw the project, 
• Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory, developed and installed ELCAP 

data loggers; collected and analyzed hourly ELCAP data, 
• Lambert Engineering, installed triple-meters and 'blue box' data loggers, and 

collected data from these, 
• Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, analyzed triple-meter data and weekly 

ELCAP data, 
• State Energy Offices, provided background information and conducted 

8pecial investigations, 
• Evaluation Research Corporation, surveyed occupants for characteristics 

and behavior, 
• RSDP Occupants, participated in program; read triple-meters 

and blue-boxes weekly 

The relationship of these institutions is shown in Figure 1-1. 

• Vine, Edward, "The Residential Standard Demonstration Program : Builder Cost Analysis", 
Bonneville Power Administration Report No.5, DOE/BP-20521-1, May 1986. 
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Figure 1-1. The relationship of the institutions involved in the RSDP and the flow of 
information to Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. 
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Two major data collection systems were used. Lambert Engineering developed and 
installed the triple-meter system. The triple-meter system consisted of two kilowatt-hour 
meters and a multi-channel accumulator (the "blue box").. The kilowatt-hour meters 
measured furnace and water heater electricity consumption.t The blue box recorded aver
age inside and outside temperatures, degree-hours (based on the difference of the two tem
perature sensors), and elapsed time since the box was reset. The occupants read the blue 
box each week and mailed the results to Lambert for data entry. The ELCAP (End Use 
Load and Conservation Assessment Program) used a multi-channel data logger. It meas
ured temperatures, appliance usage, operating hours and other features related to a 
house's energy use. It interrogated each sensor hourly (or more often), and stored the 
information in a memory device. The data were transferred to a computer at Pacific 
Northwest Laboratory in Richland, WA, at regular intervals via a telephone link-up. 

Past Reports 
This is the fourth thermal analysis performed on the RSDP data by the Lawrence 

Berkeley Laboratory. Past reports included the following: 

1. The Thermal Pre-analysis investigated the uncertainties associated with energy 
data acquired during the winter and just following occupancy of the houses. We also 
examined the accuracy of the program, SUBMET, in estimating annual energy based 
on a limited number of observations acquired in the milder "swing seasons" (Janu
ary 1985). 

2. The First Thermal Analysis compared the thermal performance of 17 MCS and 
13 Control houses (October 1985). 

3. The RSDP Thermal Analysis Update repeated the analysis in the last report, 
only using a significantly greater number of houses and observations. In addition to 
the thermal analyses presented in the previous report, the Update used the program 
SUBMET to estimate annual space heating consumption for houses with sufficient 
data (February 1986). 

The thermal analyses presented in past reports are not discussed in this report. However, 
the results are presented in formats similar to those used in past reports, so that readers 
familiar with past reports will be able to trace trends in the results. 

The Thermal Pre-Analysis 

Incomplete or biased data are problems encountered in every monitoring project. 
LBL performed a series of investigations to determine the extent to which incomplete and 
biased data will affect the accuracy of the proposed analyses .. The data may be incom
plete because the experiment is not yet finished or because technical failures resulted in 
data loss. The data may be biased due to uncontrolled variables in the experimental con
ditions. We named this series of investigations the "thermal pre-analysis", because they 
occurred prior to the receipt of any monitored data from this project. We investigated 
two monitoring situations in detail: 

• distortions in energy use during the start-up period, and 

t With the assistance of the house's master meter-the third meter-appliance electricity consump
tion can be derived from the difference between total consumption and that used for water and 
space heating. 
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• uncertainties in predictions of annual performance when 
based on short-term monitoring. 

These cases were important because BP A sought to extract early conclusions regarding 
thermal performance based on only a few months of monitoring, beginning immediately 
after the houses were occupied. We studied the confidence one could reasonably expect 
with the limited data prior to initiating an early analysis. For example, would a careful 
examination of less than two months of weekly energy consumption data yield reliable 
estimates of the energy use of the RSDP houses? Some of our recommendations were 
applied to the RSDP data, but all of them will be relevant to future BP A monitoring 
activities. We believe that parts of the pre-analysis are also applicable to the whole-year 
collections of thermal data. 

A significant fraction of the early triple-meter data was incomplete owing to blue 
box malfunctions, errors in homeowner reports, and mistakes in keypunching. Many of 
the start-up malfunctions were rectified, but the essentially random input errors and 
instrument failures, nevertheless, lowered the steady-state data capture rate. If the data 
capture rate remained low, could seasonal performance still be accurately predicted? The 
thermal pre-analysis demonstrated the extent to which random missing data may lessen 
the confidence in the a.nnua.l performance estimates. 

The thermal pre-analysis sought to answer the following question: how many weeks 
of energy data are needed before we can reliably predict a building's annual space heating 
energy use? Also, if we limit the monitoring period, how confident can we be of the 
results? The Thermal Pre-Analysis addressed these questions through three separate 
in vestigations: 

o development of "heating performance confidence curves" 

• thermal mass calculations, and 

• "bake-ou t" calculations 

Throughout these investigations, we discuss some of the ways in which occupant behavior 
affects a building's energy use. 

Heating Performance Confidence Curves 

We calculated the space heating energy use of a house with a procedure called 
"SUBMET"* developed for LBL's compilation of measured energy use in new, low energy 
houses. t The thermal performance of a house can be expressed by several parameters, 
including the k-value and balance temperature. These parameters are derived by regress
ing furnace output against outside temperature for each time interval. The SUBMET 
procedure simply accepts the energy and weather data, normalizes it for standard indoor 
temperatures and internal gains, and then performs a regression to determine a k-value 
and balance temperature. Then SUBMET uses typical weather data to estimate heating 
energy consumption for an entire average weather year. The k-value is the slope of the 

• SUBMET is short for "submeter" because the program predicts annual performance using sub
metered energy consumption data. SUBMET was formerly called "CALC". (Its name was changed 
to avoid confusion with other programs used at LBL and elsewhere.) 
t This compilation is one of the "BECA" series produced by the Buildings Energy Data Group. 
The most recent publication of the compilation and the procedures used appears in Busch, J., and 
A. Meier, "Monitored Performance of New, Low-Energy Homes Updated Results from the BECA-A 
Data Base", Proc. of 1985 ASME Solar Energy Division and ASES Engineering Division Annual 
Meeting, Knoxville, TN March 25-29, 1985. Also available as LBL Report No. 18306. 
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Figure 1-2. A How chart of the logic used to test SUBMET's ability to predict annual 
heating energy use using synthetic energy consumption data. 
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MET based on weeks of synthetic monitored data derived from a DOE-2 sim ulation. The 
percentage error in prediction is SUBMET's error from the DOE-2 simulation. The error 
probably will not approach 0% because weekly averages used in SUBMET will never 
exactly equal the hourly weather data used in DOE-2. 
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regression line; it is roughly analogous to the house's overall UA-value but also reflects 
the house's ability to catch and hold solar and internal gains. The balance temperature 
reflects the average outside temperature below which the furnace must turn on to main
tain the inside thermostat setting. Both parameters include information about a house's 
ability to utilize solar heat and the damping effects of thermal mass. However, the points 
are adjusted to reflect a common inside temperature (68 OF) and equivalent internal gains 
(about 2000 Btu/hour for a 1350 square-foot house). These adjustments ensure that a 
house operated at an especially low temperature, or having an unusually high use of 
heat-generating appliances, will not appear to be energy-efficient. It also permits closer 
comparison to the Power Council's simulations which use similar operating assumptions. * 

SUBMET can estimate a k-value, balance temperature, and annual heating energy 
consumption as long as there are at least three entries for energy, temperature, and the 
other data needed to standardize performance. The quality of the fit will be quite low, 
however, when so few points are used and results in a poor estimate of annual energy con
sumption. Theoretically, increasing the number of monitoring periods improves the esti
mates of annual energy consumption, but the incremental improvement depends on the 
building type and the weather conditions. Thus, we sought to answer the question: How 
much confidence can we have in an estimate of seasonal heating consumption based on 
less than a year of monitoring? 

To estimate the error in predicted annual energy performance (by SUBMET) for a 
range of monitoring periods, we compared computer predictions with SUBMET using 
computer-generated ("synthetic") data. This procedure is displayed as a flow chart in 
Figure 1-2. We call these relationships between the number of monitoring periods and 
the accuracy of SUBMET's prediction of seasonal performance, "confidence curves." Fig
ure 1-3 shows an idealized confidence curve. The plot implies that additional weeks of 
measured energy data would yield decreased error (increased precision) in SUBMET's 
estimate of seasonal heating use. 

The confidence curves were developed with synthetic data generated by the building 
loads simulation program, DOE-2, and TMY weather tapes for the major climate zones of 
the Pacific Northwest. We entered the necessary building description data for a proto
typical MCS house in DOE-2, and then simulated it using TMY weather tapes for the 
Northwest. The simulated hourly output (energy, temperatures, etc.) were aggregated 
into weekly summaries. (The real data are at a similar level of aggregation.) These data 
became the synthetic data for use in SUBMET. 

The weekly data was then fed into SUBMET, one additional week at a time, to 
predict seasonal heating consumption. In this way, we observed the impact of incremental 
monitored data on SUBMET's predicted annual heating use. We added data in two 
different sequences. In the first, we began with January and added weekly data chrono
logically. Beginning the confidence curves with January was appropriate because the 
monitored data were expected to begin being collected around January. In the second 
sequence, we added weekly data randomly. That is, the first week might be in March, the 
second in August, the third in April, the fourth in November, and so on. A random 
sequence is more appropriate to random failures in data acquisition such as that due to 

• The Council's assumptions are slightly different, a thermostat let-point of 65 of and about 2000 
Btu/hr. These differences are not important for the purposes of interpreting the confidence curves. 
In fact, actual energy energy use of the RSDP houses was quite close to that assumed in the 
confidence curves. 
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in SUBMET's error, probably because a summer week was added. 
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operator error and instrument failure. 

We repeated the procedure for three climate zones (Portland, Spokane, and Mis
soula) and three house types (baseline, "well-insulated", and "passive solar".) Results of 
three simulations are presented in Figure 1-4. In all cases, SUBMET's predicted annual 
heating consumption converged to within 15% of the DOE-2 simulation. The conver
gence was faster and smoother with the January start sequence primarily due to the 
colder temperatures. Not surprisingly, the convergence of the randomly added weeks was 
more erratic. In general, SUBMET needed at least eight weeks of reliable heating season 
data in order to accurately predict annual performance. However, many more weeks may 
be necessary if only shoulder-season data are available or if occupant behavior is variable. 

Charging The Thermal Mus 
Many of the RSDP houses were finished and occupied during the winter. As a 

result, the buildings were quite cold and required significant heat to bring them up to 
steady-state conditions. Thus, we were interested in the following question: How will the 
charging of the thermal mass affect measured energy consumption? If the effect is large, 
then we must discard early measured data. There are two crucial parameters affecting 
the results: 

• the building's effective heat capacity, and 

• the rate of charging. 

A building With a small heat capacity (little thermal mass) will not distort the consump
tion measurements. Moreover, a high-mass building may distort the measurements even 
more if there is a high charge rate, that is, if the thermal capacity is a significant frac
tion of overall consumption.· For example, a wood frame house with crawl space does not 
have much thermal mass and, therefore, has a rapid response time. On the other hand, 
passive solar houses and conventional houses built on concrete slabs, or with basements, 
have significant thermal capacity. The interior section of a typical slab, for example, will 
need 50 - 150 kWh to heat up to room temperature, assuming winter conditions (the 
range is due to assumptions about initial outside temperature). The response time of a 
slab is quite short--on the order of a couple days. The presence of a carpet and pad will 
significantly slow the rate. Thus, the thermal capacity and the time required to charge 
the slab will distort measurements for only about a week. A similar analysis applies to 
interior thermal mass other than the slab, such as vertical walls. 

However, the slab is in close thermal contact with the soil beneath it (assuming 
there is no insulation under the slab). Much of the ground beneath must also be heated 
before reaching steady-state conditions. The thermal capacity and the charge rate of the 
ground below are very difficult to estimate. Its computation is a three-dimensional heat 
transfer calculation involving considerable computation and important assumptions 
regarding physical parameters of the soils (most of which are either unknown or vary 
widely with location). These physical parameters include: soil type, moisture content of 
soil, depth of ground water, and seasonal temperature of the earth. 

We made very crude estimates of both the thermal capacity of the earth below the 
slab and the rate at which it charges. Our results are shown in Table 1-1. The earth 
takes much longer to heat up than the slab alone. Thermal storage is greatest when there 

• A high-mass building with a low charge rate will not result in a distortion; it will, however, be a 
poorly designed building because the heat cannot be readily exploited. 
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Table 1-1. Thermal mass of a slab. 

Thermal Mass of A Slab And The Earth Beneath 
For A 1000 ft2 Slab (in kWhl 

After 30 days After 70 days 

Soil Condition Total Steady-State Stored Total Steady-State Stored 

Slab alone 100 - 100 100 - 100 

No groundwater 460 100 360 730 220 510 

Groundwater at 
10 feet 460 190 270 750 450 300 

Groundwater at 
4 feet 590 500 90 1300 1200 90 

is no groundwater.t In the first month, roughly 360 kWh will be stored; in the second 
month another 150 kWh. If a house uses 2,000 kWh in January; charging the slab will 
add about 20% (360 kWh) to the heating bill. An MCS house, however, will need much 
less space heating, but still require the 360 kWh to charge the mass. 

Some RSDP houses have basements. We have not calculated the thermal storage 
potential of the basement slab and walls. Basements will add significantly more thermal 
mass, so their steady-state heat losses can be greater than for a slab-on-grade. In addi
tion, a basement may be closer to the water table (if significant) and could increase the 
steady-state heat loss to the water table. 

Energy Required to Remove Moisture from Building Materials 

Most building materials contain significant amounts of moisture. The major com
ponents are the wood and dry wall. Evaporation begins once the occupants heat the 
house. Houses finished during the summer can use free solar heat, but houses finished in 
the winter must rely on the furnace. The energy required to "bake out" the moisture of 
the building materials in a new house deserves investigation: Will the additional heat 
significantly increase total furnace energy use? Again, the two issues are the amount of 
heat needed to evaporate the water, and the rate at which the evaporation occurs. 

We found no research on the bake-out effect. This is not surprising since almost no 
research has been conducted on variations of moisture levels in buildings (several projects 
have begun recently in Canada, California, and Norway). Instead, we estimated the 
bake-out effect using assumptions outlined below. 

t Groundwater will draw heat from the ground and permit less heat storage in the soil. The closer 
the groundwater to the slab, the less potential heat storage in the ground, and the greater the heat 
loss. 
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The major source of water vapor is from materials inside the vapor barrier. The 
two greatest sources are the interior wood framing and the drywall (which isn't so dry!), 
and much smaller amounts from the furniture, sweating of the slab, etc. We estimated 
that a typical house contains about 3000 pounds of interior wood and 1000 pounds of 
drywall. We assumed that the materials had an 80% equilibrium humidity at the time of 
construction, and then fell to 40% (about the typical room air humidity) after bake-out. 
Under the above conditions, roughly 300 pounds of water will evaporate. This 
corresponds to about 90 kWh. 

We do not know the rate of water evaporation, but suspect that most occurs during 
the first two months. As much as SO kWh could be used during the first month to bake 
out the materials. This represents less than ten percent of the January heating consump
tion of an MCS house. 

The bake-out effect alone will not cause a significant increase in measured heating 
consumption. However, the occupants' response to high moisture outgassing may distort 
measurements. Many occupants increase ventilation in order to remove a perceived 
"dampness" in the house. A doubling of the air infiltration rate will certainly cause 
unrealistically high heating consumption during the first few weeks. 

The thermal analysis presented later in this report is based on the 1985-86 heating 
season. By Fall 1985, all the hou~es had been occupied. The slabs and basements had all 
summer to equilibrate, and the building materials should have been quite dry before the 
heating season began. As a result, thermal mass and bakeout were not expected to be 
significant problems. 

The Occupant Survey 

An occupant survey was conducted during the spring of 1986. This mail survey 
sought additional information about the occupants, the appliances in the house, and per
formance of heating equipment. The recipients were not told that this survey was part of 
the RSDP. Nevertheless, the response rate was surprisingly high-95%. The analysis is 
not yet complete but will be published in a forthcoming report. We have used the prelim
inary results in this report wherever possible. Some of the results pertaining to the ther
mal analysis are listed in Table 1-2. The number of occupants and patterns of occupancy 
(not shown in table) were remarkably similar. The owners of MCS houses were 
significantly wealthier, although this does not appear to substantially affect their 
responses on this survey. The high proportion of houses having well pumps in both 
groups was unexpected. More MeS houses have well pumps, which suggests that MCS 
houses may be slightly more rural than Control houses (a few MCS houses had two well 
pumps). 

Roughly 5% of the Control houses added insulation (ceiling, wall, or Boor) and 3% 
weatherstripped in the past year. These mid-year envelope improvements will introduce 
greater uncertainty in the regression derived k-values and balance temperatures. Anecdo
tal information suggests that a few of these Control houses are now insulated up to MCS 
levels. At the same time, about 2% of the MCS houses added insulation. This suggests 
that some were below-standard to begin with, which was noted by Vine (1986) and infor
mally by Battelle. 

The houses participating in RSDP agreed not to burn wood during the monitoring 
period. It is, therefore, disappointing that 20% of the Controls and 11% of the MCS 
houses reported use of wood stoves or fireplace inserts for heating because it affects the 
thermal analysis. The sample of Control houses would have used significantly more space 
heating electricity if only 11% burned wood. It is possible that the occupants were 
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Table 1-2. Preliminary Results from the Occupant Survey. 
(Only houses included in the Consumption Analysis) 

Question MCS 

Average number of occupants 3.35 

Median income $38,000 

Used wood stoves/fireplaces 11% 
for heat 

Added insulation 2% 
in last year 

Weatherstripped 0% 
in last year 

Presence of well pump 23% 

Single central thermostat 41% 

Close doors and/or vents to 52% 
prevent heating rooms 

Presence of air-to-air 98% 
heat exchanger 

Water heater inside 67% 
conditioned space 

Control 

3.17 

$32,000 

20% 

5% 

3% 

13% 

41% 

65% 

1% 

51% 

reporting use of wood heat in past years while abstaining during the monitoring period; 
thus, the higher proportion of new houses in the MCS group could account for the lower 
percentage of reported wood burners. Unfortunately, we cannot know how the homeown
ers interpreted the question. 

An equal fraction of houses in both groups reported having a central thermostat. 
This suggests that the mix of central-furnace houses is roughly equal. 
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2. DATA QUALITY AND ERROR DETECTION PROCEDURES 

Our Approach 

The thermal analysis relied on data drawn from many sources. Therefore, we paid 
special attention to both data quality and consistency among sources. We devised a series 
of checks and filters to ensure high data quality. As a policy, BP A and LBL agreed that 
LBL would not alter any numbers. When questionable data were detected, we contacted 
the source. If a correctable error occurred, they sent LBL corrected data. Otherwise, the 
questionable observation was removed from further analysis. 

We selected the most consistent data set when confronted with multiple sources. In 
many cases, such as floor areas, redundant data were gathered. We obtained five different 
sets of measurements of floor areas based on house volumes, blueprints, audit reports, and 
homeowner estimates. For the same reason, this analysis relies entirely on triple-meter 
data rather than mix ELCAP and triple-meter. Future studies will compare triple-meter 
and ELCAP results. 

Data Sources 

We received data directly from four sources: BPA, Lambert, Battelle, and ERC. 
BPA, in turn, received data from Lambert, the individual states, ERC, and internal 
sources. Figure 2-1 depicts the flow of information for the RSDP thermal analysis. (The 
data needed by SUBMET in order to calculate the standardized annual space heating use 
is shown in Appendix B.) Virtually all data were transferred to LBL via magnetic disk or 
tape. A printed copy of all or part of the disk's contents generally accompanied the disk 
for verification. Data transfer proved to be relatively simple and quite reliable in spite of 
many different computers (PCs and mainframes) and software configurations. We 
encountered only one defective disk in nearly twenty disks sent to us from BPA, Lam bert, 
and the Washington State Energy Office. In a few cases, we were given information 
orally or via letter. For example, Battelle mailed us a list of townhouses, and the WSEO 
informed us of one house that received retrofits. 

Data Quality 

Any measurement has an associated error. In this project, errors in the input data 
arise in two fundamentally different stages. First, the sensors and meters may be miscali
brated. In this case, the reported numbers are incorrect at the start. Second, the values 
may be incorrectly reported at one of the several stages of transcription and analysis. We 
briefly discuss the kinds of errors that may develop and the procedures used to identify 
them. 

Triple-Meter and Blue-Box Data. We had no control over the triple-meter and blue-box 
data. However, electromechanical kilowatt-hour meters are known to be very accurate 
(within 1%) under a wide range of conditions. The only apparent problem was installing 
them so as to run in the forward direction. 

The blue box consumes no more than 5 Watts, that is, no more than 40 kWh/year. 
On the other hand, the ELCAP data logging equipment draws about 45 Watts, or 400 
kWh/year. Thus, the 102 houses equipped with ELCAP equipment will have slightly 
higher ,electricity use. 
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THERMAL ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 
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Figure 2-1. The flow of information for the RSDP thermal analysis.' 
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\Ve understand that all temperature sensors used with the blue-box were site
calibrated. Most sensors are accurate to ± 2 of. The inside temperature sensor is placed 
inside the blue box, where it consistently reports a higher temperature. Lambert applied 
a correction factor of -2 of to obtain true room temperatures, even though the correction 
probably should vary with the installation. 

The blue-box's clock, which is needed to calculate elapsed hours since reset, was 
accurate to ± .01%. The major problem appeared to be the blue-box's sensitivity to 
electrical current variations, such as that caused by lightning. The box would undergo 
involuntary reset of time and average temperatures without any warning to the occupant. 
(This was a major problem the first year, but improved blue boxes were substituted.) 

The greatest source of uncertainty lay in the placement of the temperature sensors. 
The technicians were instructed to place the inside sensor at the thermostat level in the 
major living space. In fact, the position was often "negotiated" with the homeowner. 
The technicians placed the outside sensors on the north side of the house, although some
times the precise location may have been a compromise between instructions and conveni
ence. 

Floor Areas. We relied principally on the blower-door tests for houses' floor areas. We 
divided the reported volumes by 8.1 to obtain the floor area. Some uncertainty is intro
duced here because volume does not translate directly into floor area in houses with 
cathedral ceilings. We are confident that the true number lies between 8.05 and 8.2, that 
is, the greatest possible error is less than 5%. The larger uncertainty rests in the 
definition of heated space. We lacked blower door volumes for about one quarter of the 
houses; in these cases we used floor areas reported in the audits. 

Data Reporting and Transcription. Errors inevitably creep into large, heterogeneous data 
sets such as those used for the RSDP thermal analysis. Systematic error detection pro
cedures are therefore essential. Error detection serves two roles: 

• To alert the data providers of consistent errors and possible correction. Lambert, 
for example, improved the fraction of usable data for the final analysis as a result of 
early error detection. 

• To delete clearly faulty data whose presence would have distorted the thermal 
analysis. 

We screened the data for errors at several stages in the analysis. We also tried to under
stand each stage of data collection so as to understand the kinds of errors that might 
occur. 

We developed a set of filters to flag and/or delete suspicious thermal data. The 
filters are listed in Table 2-1. These filters checked for: 

• internal consistency, 

• reasonableness, and 

• occupancy. 
We deleted observations containing internal inconsistencies, unreasonable values, or when 
the house appeared to be unoccupied. A few filters were unam bigious, such as detecting 
cases where energy use was negative or a meter went backwards. Most filters, however, 
required an arbitrary limit. The goal was to develop filters that flagged bad data while 
still tolerating "unusual" but acceptable data (that is, valid outliers). For example, one 
check of internal consistency compared the blue box's hours-since-reset to the times 
recorded by the homeowner. A significant discrepancy indicated that the blue box may 
have reset itself during the week (and that all blue box data should be disregarded). But 
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- --Field Name Occ -1 Checks 

Blue-box b Failure: inside temperature = outside temperature ~ reset = 0 

Inside Temperal;ure A • Inside temperature ~ 85 of or =:; 30 of, not zero 

B • Inside temperature = 0, not blue-box failure 

Outside Temperature C • Outside temperature ~ 80 of or =:; -15 of 

D • Outside temperature = 0, not blue-box failure 
~. 

Date E Day =:; 0 or > 31, month < 0 or > 12, year"" 85 or 86 

Week Number F Week number not consistent with date or 1 week before, or = 0 

G • Hour =:; 0 or > 24 

Reset H • Reset not within 2 hours of date calculated from date and hour, 
reset"" 0, no errors in date or time fields 

I • Reset = 0, not blue-box failure 

Utility Meter J • Utility meter went down, or > 2000 kwhjwk 

K • Utility meter stayed the same 

L • Utility meter = 0 

Space Heat Meter M • Space meter went down, or > 2000 kwhjwk 

0 • • Space meter stayed the same 

Q 0 Space meter = 0 

Water Heater Meter R • Water meter went down, or > 2000 kwhjwk 

S • Water meter stayed the same 

U • Water meter = 0 

X • • Water meter ~ 0, < 25 

Total Meter V • Space + water change> utility change, no meters are zero 

Z • • Other meter> 0, or < 25 

Degree Days W • lIDO and CDO do not agree with inside and outside temp-
erature within 2 degrees, no errors in temperature or reset fields 

• These filters are only occupancy checks, not data errors . 
.. These filters do not apply to the first record for a house. -.. 

Table 2-1. A list of filters used to identify suspicious thermal data. 
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the homeowners often reported only the approximate times. We tried to select limits 
that tolerated some homeowner imprecision but would still identify faulty data. \Ve 
selected a maximum discrepancy of two hours between reset time and the homeowner's 
reported times. 

We deleted unreasonable observations and periods when the house was vacant. 
Filters for reasonableness and occupancy are especially arbitrary. Again, the challenge is 
to identify faulty data while accepting valid, though unusually high values. The number 
of observations with each type of error is shown in Table 2-2. 

The SUBMET analysis has another set of filters. SUBMET first strips all non
heating observations (since these would unduly bias the regressions). Second, SUHMET 
ignores all heating periods when the inside-outside temperature is less than 18 OF. We 
found that these shoulder periods can distort the regression (and may even include air 
conditioning energy in heat pump houses). A smaller portion of the internal loads will 
displace space heating in this range. Moreover, we found that the inside temperature 
tends to "float" during this period, so the temperature adjustments in SUBMET may 
give misleading results. The attrition of houses as filters were applied is shown in Figure 
2-2. 

Thermal characteristics of the houses. The thermal characteristics of some houses 
changed during the monitoring period. At least two Control houses received extensive 
retrofits (ceiling and floor insulation, plus weatherstripping). In addition, the occupant 
survey indicated that at least ten percent of the Control houses underwent a major 
retrofit. Even a few percent of the MCS houses added insulation! 

The Model Conservation Standards could be met through several compliance paths, 
each of which resulted in slightly different thermal characteristics. The majority of the 
MCS houses appeared to have greatly exceeded the minimum MCS insulation levels. Vine 
(1986) found that Zone 3 MCS houses in particular were built to levels of efficiency far 
above the standards. At the same time, Vine noted that about ten MCS houses failed 
inspection (all in Zones 1 and 2). Battelle identified three houses with below-MCS levels 
of insulation in 38 ELCAP houses. We included the below-MCS houses in this analysis; 
however, they can be deleted once more detailed information is available. 

Similarly, anecdotal information, plus early results from other surveys, indicated 
that some of the Control houses are better insulated than assumed by the Council. 
Indeed, a few have thermal characteristics closer to the MCS than the assumed average 
for Control houses. We treated the well-insulated Control houses as Controls (rather 
than reclassify them). As a result, comparisons of monitored data for groups of houses to 
Council sim ulations must be undertaken with great care. * 

• The Council's SUNDAY simulations also assumed perfect solar access, that is, no neighboring 
buildings or vegetation creating shadows on the prototype. The presence of trees and other nearby 
houses will further complicate the comparison of simulations to monitored da.ta.. 
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% Number Filter Description 

100% 26094 Number of records 

58% 15179 No errors 

5% 1283 b Blue-box failure; inside temp = outside temp = reset = 0 

0% 100 A Inside temp > 85 'F or ~ 30 of, not 0 

0% 28 B Inside temp - 0, not Blue-box 

1% 143 C Outside temp > 80 of or ~ -15 'F, not 0 

1% 140 D Outside temp = 0, not Blue-box 

0% 107 E Day < 0 or > 31, month ~ 0 or > 12, year ne 85 or 86 

4% 1082 F Week not consistent with date, or 1 week before, or = 0 

0% 110 G Hour ~ 0 or > 24 

22% 5780 H Reset not within 2 hours of date and hour, not 0 

1% 364 I Reset = 0, not Blue-box 

6% 1513 J Utility meter went down or > 2000kwh/wk 

0% 53 K Utility meter stayed the same 

4% 950 L Utility meter = 0 

3% 697 M Space meter went down or > 2000 kwh/wk 

14% 3582 0 Space meter stayed the same; not an error 

1% 268 Q Space meter = 0 

2% 498 R Water meter went down or > 2000 kwh/wk 

1% 367 S Water meter stayed the same 

1% 207 U Water meter = 0 

3% 746 X Water meter> 0, < 25; not an error 

2% 604 V Space + water change > utility, no meters = 0 

6% 1607 W HOD and CDD don't agree with inside and outside temp within 2 of. 

2% 413 Z Other meter> 0 < 25; not an error 

Table 2-2. Error summary of 1985-86 RSDP thermal data. A line may contain several 
errors, each of which is separately reported; therefore, error percentages add up to more 
than 100%. 
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Figure 2-2. Number of RSDP houses at each stage of analysis. In the leftmost cluster . 
multifamily units, drop-outs, and "ghost houses" have already been eliminated. The 
Consumption Analysis and SUBMET samples require slightly different data, so the inter
section of the two groups (Consumption & SUBMET) is also shown. 
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3. CONSUMPTION ANALYSIS 

In this section, we present the raw triple-meter data and discuss its implications 
with regard to the energy consumption behavior of the RSDP houses. We extracted the 
annual electricity use for space heating, water heating, and appliances based on kilowatt
..hour meter readings about one year apart.* The data presented and discussed here had 
not been filtered to eliminate unreasonable intermediate values, or periods of no occu
pancy. In addition, there were no adjustments for differences in internal gains or for the 
unusually cold 1985-86 winter. 

The Value or Raw Triple-Meter Data 

The difference in thermal performance between the MCS and Control houses should 
be apparent even with the raw triple-meter data. The MCS should use less overall energy 
than the Control houses even though the difference may not be clear-cut, nor will the con
clusions be generalizable. The total and space heating consumptions can also be com
pared to other collections of monitored homes in the Northwest and give the researcher a 
better sense of the RSDP sample's similarities. 

Even if no energy consumption differences appear, then the two groups may differ in 
other characteristics, such as house type, Boor area, number of occupants, income, and 
behavioral aspects. The recently-conducted occupant; survey anticipated the potential 
problem of interpreting energy consumption data and sought to gather further informa
tion about the occupants. However, the raw consumption data also provide valuable 
insight into the behavior of the occupants. Water heating and appliance energy use are 
excellent indicators of the normalcy of the occupants. Appliance energy use tracks closely 
with the number of occupants and gives clues regarding behavior. These consumptions 
can be compared among the two groups and with other groups of monitored houses in the 
Northwest. 

The consumption analysis can also identify trends that should be investigated in 
more detail with the weekly triple-meter or ELCAP data. For example, climate Zone 3 
MCS houses use less total space heating than Zone 2, even though it is colder in Zone 3. 
Is this due to better thermal performance? Lower thermostat settings? Zone heating? 
Wood heating? The raw data can highlight this observation, but only careful analysis of 
the triple meter and ELCAP data can explain it. 

Finally, the consumption data can be used to partly validate SUBMET's estimates 
of annual space heating use. SUBMET should predict a space heating consumption simi
lar to that measured when standardized to conditions similar to those actually experi
enced in the houses. (Of course, variations between the actual and TMY weather will 
always cause some discrepancy.) This benchmarking provides additional confidence that 

• The monitoring period reported here began May 1, 1985 and ended April 31, 1986. However, 
these dates varied slightly among houses because of different reporting periods and occasional faulty 
readings for that particular date. As a consequence, the average reporting period was 333 days. 
Thus, the space heating season is principally 1985-86, but includes a little bit of 1984-85. Four 
houses were deleted owing to broken meters. For convenience of comparison with other data sets, 
we extrapolated appliance and water heating use to annual (365 days) use. We doubt that this ex
trapolation introduces any significant error. 
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Figure 3-1. Breakdown o( RSDP sample used in the Consumption Analysis by state and 
climate zone (or MCS and Control homes. (The sample consists of 240 MCS and 302 
Control houses.) 
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the results of SUBMET's temperature and internal gains normalizations to different levels 
are reasonable. 

Results 

We examined the raw energy consumption data for 524 houses during the 1985-86 
heating season.t Figure 3-1 shows the breakdown of the sample by climate zone and state. 
All states and climate zones are well-represented, although the greatest number of homes 
are in Washington and Zone 1. The Control and MCS houses are nearly equally 
represented in each climate zone. A list of the house identification numbers is given in 
Appendix C. 

Table 3-1 shows the average energy 1985-86 consumption data for MCS and Control 
houses in each climate zone. (Values in parentheses are standard deviations.) Figures 3-2 
through 3-6 show the range of values encountered for each category. The average meas
urement period was 333 days, less than a whole year, owing to differences in reporting 
periods and faulty data. To simplify comparison with other data from the Northwest, 
appliances ("other") and water heating energy use were extrapolated to a whole year (Le., 
365 days). 

These numbers have undergone almost no "processing", and are therefore the 
closest possible to raw data. Total energy use and space heating energy use for the 1985-
86 season are the crudest possible performance indicators because no adjustments were 
made for ftoor area, weather, internal gains, and inside temperature. The last column, 
space heating divided by ftoor area, already introduces some uncertainties because ftoor 
area is not precisely defined or measured. 

The average total consumption ("total utility") for MCS houses was roughly 2100 
kWh/year less than that for Control houses. Almost all of the difference appears in the 
space heating end use. MCS homes used less space heating electricity in all zones, ranging 
from a savings of 2100 kWh in Zone 1 to 4500 kWh in Zone 3. This corresponds to a 
25% difference in Zone 1 to 42% in Zone 3. 

Curiously, Zone 3 MCS houses used less space heat than MCS houses in the warmer 
Zone 2, while Control houses followed a consistent, temperature-driven relationship. 
(This suggests that unusual weather is probably not responsible for the difference.) Many 
factors could explain this anomaly, including wood heating, MCS compliance paths, floor 
area differences, and heating habits. SUBMET or ELCAP analyses, or results from the 
behavioral survey, may explain the unexpected reversal. 

The absolute range in space heating use was less for MCS houses than for Control 
houses. This is reflected in the standard deviations, which were considerably smaller for 
the total utility and space heating consumption. As a proportion of the mean consump
tion, the standard deviations were very similar between the groups, but the lower abso
lute consumption of the MCS houses results in a correspondingly reduced range. The nar
rower distribution of energy use among MCS houses could have significant electricity 
demand forecasting implications. 

The Control houses use 2~500 kWh more electricity for water heating, but the 
averages for both MCS and Control are reasonable. The difference is statistically 
significant, and one can construct reasonable explanations for such a difference in spite of 

t This is considerably smaller than the maximum RSDP sample of about 740 houses. We omitted 
all multifamily units and many houses dropped out, that is, stopped mailing postcards to Lambert. 
In addition, a few "ghost houses" appeared due to transcription errors in identification numbers. 
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Table 3-1. 1985-86 consumption data. 

Calendar Electricity Use (kWh/year) Space/Area 
Subset Houses Days Utility Space Water Other (kWh/ft2year) 

All Zones 524 333 20300 8050 4870 7380 4.73 
(6650) (,.260) (1960) (2990) (2.42) 

MCS 232 329 19100 6680 4740 7690 3.41 
(5610) (9250) (1770) (9070) (1.48) 

Control 292 337 21200 9130 4980 7130 5.78 
(7240) (464 0) (2100) (2910) (2. 51} 

Zone 1 326 330 19700 7630 4680 7360 4.69 
(6270) (4080) (1860) (9040) (2.,.2) 

MCS 130 326 18800 6350 4590 7830 3.27 
(5980) (9290) (1750) (9100) (1. 59} 

Control 196 333 20300 8480 4750 7050 5.63 
(6750) (497O) (1990) (2960) (2.45) 

Zone 2 93 329 21800 8610 5130 8100 4.43 
(7140) (4120) (2090) (9200) (2.19) 

MCS .54 324 21100 7750 4900 8470 3.66 
(6900) (9160) (1760) (9990) (1.27) 

Control 39 336 22900 9790 5450 7600 5.48 
(8140) (4 97O) (2460) (2990) (2.59) 

Zone 3 105 347 20900 8830 5230 6790 5.14 
(7110) (4 770) (2110) (2590) (2.64) 

MCS 48 343 17800 6370 4960 6450 3.48 
(4850) (9290) (1890) (2240) (1.56) 

Control 57 350 23400 10900 5460 7070 6.54 
(7700) (4 890) (2910) (2790) (2.57) 

the MCS houses having 0.2 more occupants. Newer, more efficient water heaters in MCS 
homes could easily explain part of a 200 kWh/year difference. Location also influences 
tank standby loss; about two-thirds of the MCS water heaters were in the heated area, 
compared to a half of the Control water heaters. The difference was smallest in Zone 1, 
possibly due to smaller swings in inlet water temperature. Again, the standard deviations 
in water heating use were narrower for MCS houses than for the Controls. 

MCS houses used about 600 kWh/year more appliance energy than Control houses. 
The occupant survey indicated that there were roughly 0.2 more occupants in these MCS 
houses; this could explain a part of the additional appliance use. The occupant survey 
also revealed the presence of two appliances that could account for part of the energy 
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consumption difference, the air-to-air heat exchanger and well pumps. The heat 
exchanger (if not monitored as part of the furnace) has both fans and defrost coils that 
can use considerable electricity. 

A small error in the year-long heating energy is introduced in those homes having 
central heat pump/air conditioners (about 14% of MCS and 4% of Controls). Energy use 
for heating and cooling are accumulated on the same meter; as a result, houses with air 
conditioning will appear to use more energy for space heating. Since a greater fraction of 
MCS houses had central heat pump/air conditioners, the average heating use of MCS 
houses is overstated. * 

Table 3-1 also shows the floor area-normalized 1985-86 space heating energy. A 
summary of floor areas for the houses appears in Appendix C. The relative energy use of 
MCS houses falls because they are about 25% larger than Control houses. Overall, the 
MCS houses used about 41 % less space heating energy per unit of floor area than Control 
houses (prior to any other adjustments). Zone 2 has the smallest fractional savings, possi
bly because some air conditioning energy use was treated as space heating. 

We conclude that MCS houses used less total energy than the Control houses, and 
that most of the difference was due to less space heating. Furthermore, the absolute 
range of heating use for MCS houses was narrower than for Controls. During the 1985-86 
heating season, the MCS houses used a.bout 27% less space heating energy than the Con
trol houses before controlling for differences between the two groups. After adjusting 
only for the larger size of the MCS houses, the MCS houses used 41 % less space heating 
energy. Further adjustments for internal gains, inside temperatures, and climate varia
tions are needed before the two groups are fully comparable. The appliance and water 
heating values, while slightly different, suggest that, on the average, the occupants of the 
houses had similar energy-related behavior. 

• This is not a problem in the SUBMET analysis because SUBMET filters all periods where the in
side temperature is lower than the outside. 
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Consumption Data - Utility Meter 
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Figure 3·2. 1985-86 consumption data for total utility use in each climate zone. The 
extremes of each bar are the maximum and minimum values and the solid bar represents 
one standard deviation from the mean. 
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Figure 3-3. 1985-86 consumption data for space heating use in each climate zone. The 
extremes of each bar are the maximum and minimum values and the solid bar represents 
one standard deviation from the mean. 
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Consumption Data - Water Meter 
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Figure 3-4. 1985-86 consumption data for water heating use in each climate zone. The 
extremes of each bar are the maximum and minimum values and the solid bar represents 
one standard deviation from the mean. 
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Consumption Data - Appliance Meter 
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Figure 3-5. 1985-86 consumption data for appliance energy use in each climate zone. The 
extremes of each bar are the maximum and minimum values and the solid bar represents 
one standard deviation from the mean. 
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Figure 3-6. 1985-86 consumption data for space heating energy use normalized by floor 
area in each climate zone. The extremes of each bar are the maximum and minimum 
values and the solid bar represents one standard deviation from the mean. 
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4. ANNUAL SPACE HEATING USE 

In this section, we present estimated annual space heating consumption for the 
RSDP houses based on the SUBMET procedure. The goal of the SUBMET analysis is to 
generate comparable estimates of space heating use, both between MCS and Control 
houses, and against computer simulations. (A description of SUBMET is given in Appen
dix B.) The figures in the Consumption Analysis demonstrated that there existed consid
erable individual variation in house size, appliance energy use, and space heating use. 
Table 4-1 shows that inside temperatures for the two groups of homes also differed. SUB
MET adjusts the measured data to a standard operating condition, that is, a single inside 
temperature and a standard level of internal gains, and estimates heating use. 

While preparing this analysis, we reviewed the energy-use behavior of many houses. 
The figures in Appendix A show some of the diagnostic graphics used to study the energy 
performance for a typical house. In addition, the impact of SUBMET's adjustments of 
the raw data are shown graphically. 

Considerable information ab9ut the house can be gleaned from these graphs. Major 
domestic events are clearly visible, even in weekly data. It is easy to distinguish between 
an unoccupied and occupied house due to water heating and appliance use. Holidays, such 
as Christmas, appear as either a spike or a valley, depending on the occupants' presence. 
Inside temperature clearly drops when the occupants leave for even a short holiday (dur
ing the winter) and set back the thermostat. 

One of the curious discoveries was the extent to which the inside temperatures 
floated above the thermostat settings. ("Floating" occurs when the inside temperature 
rises above the thermostat setting due to internal gains, solar heating, or thermal mass 
releasing heat.) We did not expect that the float would be so apparent in a weekly average 
temperature, nor did we expect it to begin at such low outside temperatures. We chose 
our basecase SUBMET assumptions so as to avoid normalization errors at these tempera
tures; SUBMET interprets the inside temperature as the desired temperature, giving the 
house undeserved credit for overheating from internal gains during periods of mild 
weather. 

Results 
After filtering the data for obvious errors and periods (i.e., weeks) of no occupancy, 

489 houses had sufficient data for SUBMET to estimate annual space heating consump
tion.· We normalized space heating use to the appropriate climate zone using TMY 
weather information. The TMY sites used in the study were for Seattle for Zone 1, 
Spokane for Zone 2, and Missoula for Zone 3. We also compared Idaho houses using the 
Boise TMY. Since the Power Council originally used the Portland TMY for Zone 1, we 
show Zone 1 results using the Portland TMY. The aggregate results by zone are plotted 
in Figure 4-1, along with medians and standard deviations. The Power Council's 
assumed values are also plotted for reference, although the comparison should be made 

• These 489 houses are not exactly the same set described in the Consumption Analysis because the 
Consumption Analysis required periods on both sides of the heating season, while the SUBMET 
basecase requires only eight heating periods when the inside-outside temperature difference was 
greater than 18 OF. House identification numbers in the SUBMET Analysis, the Consumption 
Analysis, and houses common to both groups are given in Appendix C .. 
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with great caution. Tables 4-1 and 4-2 summarize the results. 

Table 4-1. Summary of basecase SUBMET results for the RSDP houses. (Standard devia
tions are given in parentheses below the means.) 

K-value Balance Temperature Annual 
Subset Houses Periods (Btu/ Temp, R2 Inside Outside Space-Heat 

hr/ 'F) ("F) ("F) ("F) (kWh/ft2) 

All Zones 489 15.7 371 59.1 0.77 68.7 39.9 6.11 
(£01) (8.81) (O.£O) (9.17) (4. 54) (9.94) 

MCS 225 15.7 324 58.0 0.74 69.3 40.0 4.20 

(174) (9.96) (0.21) (9.07) (4.4 0) (2.12) 

Control 264 15.8 412 60.0 0.79 68.1 39.7 7.74 
(219) (7.59) (0.19) (9.16) (4·66) (9.94) 

Zone 1 307 14.9 420 60.5 0.75 68.1 42.0 6.62 
(222) (8·42) {D. 21) (9.07) (9.97) (9.4 7) 

MCS 134 15.2 374 59.4 0.72 68.5 42.2 4.44 
(194) (9.66) (0.22) (2.77) (9.18) (2.90) 

Control 173 14.7 456 61.4 0.78 67.7 41.9 8.30 
(295) (7.22) (0.20) (9.25) (9.51) (9.29) 

Zone 2 88 18.4 310 58.1 0.80 69.7 37.8 5.19 
(195) (9.75) (0.19) (9.25) (9.4 9) (2.92) 

MCS 49 17.1 279 57.1 0.77 70.9 38.7 3.97 
(110) (10·4) (0.19) (9.08) (9.55) (1.69) 

Control 39 20.0 349 59.3 0.83 68.3 36.8 6.73 
(154) (8.85) (0.18) (2.89) (9.16) (9.44) 

Zone 3 94 15.9 269 55.3 0.79 69.8 34.6 5.32 
(102) (7.97) (0.18) (2.92) (9·48) (2.97) 

MeS 42 15.8 215 54.6 0.75 70.2 34.7 3.71 
(77) (9.71) (0.21) (9.11) (9.29) (1. 99) 

Control 52 16.0 312 55.9 0.82 69.4 34.5 6.63 
(100) (6.26) (0.14) (2.74) (9.66) (9.04) 

Even after the filters, the basecase had about sixteen periods of usable data per house. 
The average outside temperature experienced by the MCS and Control houses was almost 
identical. MCS houses were about 1.2 OF warmer inside, but it is not clear whether this is 
due entirely to higher thermostat settings or higher Boating temperatures. 

The MCS houses throughout the region used about 3.5 kWh/ft2-yr less space heat
ing energy than the Control houses. The absolute increment varied across the zones, but 
the fractional savings (about 45% less) were quite close. The distributions of space heat
ing use are ~uch narrower for MCS houses; this is shown in the standard deviations for 
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the two groups. It appears that as houses are made more thermally efficient, the absolute 
size of the variation becomes smaller. The MCS might therefore reduce the uncertainty 
in electricity demand forecasting. 

Curiously, houses in Zone 1 (both MCS and Control) used more space heat than the 
colder Zones 2 and 3. MCS construction practices may partly explain Zone 1 's poorer 
performance, since several houses failed the MCS inspection and the average house was 
generally closer to the minimum insulation standard than in other zones. 

Some houses are misclassified; that is, several Control houses have MCS levels of 
insulation and a few MCS houses have below-standard UAs. These houses tend to blur 
the distinction between MCS and Controls since we kept these houses in the analysis. 
Worse, several Control houses were retrofitted during the the monitoring period. (Mid
year retrofits can cause poor regression fits since the thermal performance changes.) 

The Power Council estimates, based on simulations of prototypes, are marked on 
Figure 4-1. It is not surprising that discrepancies exist since considerable uncertainty 
exists regarding the thermal chara.cteristics of both the Control and MCS houses. MCS 
houses typically exceeded the minimum standards. Both groups contained houses that 
used wood heat. Also, SUNDAY prototype simulations assumed perfect solar access; the 
actual houses were probably shaded at least part of the time. No clear pattern emerges 
from the comparison of the prot0type simulations with aggregate measured data. More 
detailed comparisons of smaller groups of houses will probably be more fruitful. 

Alternative Assumptions 

We modified the assumptions in SUBMET to determine the sensitivity of the 
results. In particular, we sought to determine the impact on space heating use of different 
thermostat and internal gains. Below is a list of assumptions that were modified: 

• standard internal gains increased with the house's floor area 
and was about 2000 Btu/hour at 1350 square feet 

• standard inside temperature was 68 of. 
• 100% of internal gains provide useful heat (during the heating season) 
• periods when the inside-outside temperature differences were 

less than 18 of were omitted from SUBMET analysis 
• climate zones were represented by Seattle (1), Spokane (2), and Missoula (3) 

Table 4-2 shows the changes in annual space heating use with modifications of the 
assumptions. The first line "basecase" uses the assumptions listed above, which are dis
cussed through most of this report. Each of the subsequent rows is a modification of the 
basecase, that is, the specified assumptions are changed, while the others remain constant. 

Incomplete Adjustments. It is useful to see SUBMET's estimates with no adjustments for 
inside temperature or internal gains. The no-adjustments values are estimates of space 
heating for the house as it was actually operated. These values should be compared to 
the "Space/Area" results in the Consumption Analysis (Table 3-1). SUBMET's estimates 
are quite close to these values. Naturally, they differ somewhat because SUBMET uses 
only three TMYs whereas the Space/Area uses the actual weather encountered by each 
house. In addition, the set of houses is slightly different. Nevertheless, SUBMET, 
without any adjustments, appears to parallel the actual space heating consumption quite 
closely. A scatterplot in Appendix C compares SUBMET and "Space/Area". 
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Table 4-2. Summary of SUBMET results when modifications are made to the assump
tions made in the basecase (shown on top for reference). For each case, the only changes 
are those listed; all other assumptions match the basecase. (Standard deviations are 
given in parenthesis below the means.) 

Change from All Zones Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 
Basecase Total MCS Control MCS Control MCS Control MCS 
Basecase 6.11 4.20 7.74 4.44 8.30 3.97 6.73 3.71 

(a.a4) (I. It) (a.a4) (UO) rU9) (Ua) (a.44) (1.9S) 

Incomplete Adjustm nte 
5.92 3.34 6.15 3.27 5.31 3.07 No Adjustments 4.70 3.27 

(1.59) (1.58) (1.66) (1.68) (1.79) (1.SS) (1.44) (1.50) 

Only Temperature 4.46 2.95 5.74 3.09 6.01 2.83 5.30 2.66 
(No Internal Gains) (1.59) (1.47) (1.66) (1.56) (t.74) (1.SI) (t.67) (1.19) 

Only Internal Gai~) 6.52 4.66 8.09 4.81 8.62 4.58 6.83 4.30 
(No Temperature (a. 55) (t.a9) (a. 61) {e. 56} {S.67} fl.76) /§.S9} jt·46L 

Minimum Tln-T t 
00F ou 6.15 4.23 7.77 4.42 8.31 4.04 6.83 3.85 

(a.sl) (t.08) (a. SO) (US) (a.t1) (1.61) (a. 50) (t.Ot) 
9 of 6.09 4.19 7.71 4.35 8.23 4.03 6.76 3.85 

fa.18} (1.0.1) (S.17) (1.18) (S.tO) (1.61) (S."S) (I.Ot) 

Appliance ContributOon to Internal Gains 
50% 4.61 2.91 6.06 3.06 6.45 2.83 5.37 2.53 

(1.81) (1.61) (1.8e) (1.71) (1.8e) (1.40) (1.97) (1.50) 

60% 4.90 3.15 6.39 3.32 6.80 3.05 5.63 2.74 
(1.91) (1.71) (I.91) (1.8f) (I.88) (1.45) (S.07) (1.57) 

75% 5.34 3.53 6.88 3.73 7.35 3.39 6.04 3.09 
(S.06) (1.8.1) (S.06) (1.97) (a. De) (1.50) (S.19) (1.68) 

Standard Internal G .ins 
2000 Btu/hour 6.45 4.75 7.90 5.01 8.37 4.57 7.15 4.11 

(S.10) (1.98) (S.15) {I.U} (S.15) (1. 59} (U7) (1.64) 
3000 Btu/hour 5.31 3.78 6.61 4.01 6.97 3.72 6.16 3.11 

(1.88) (1.81) (1.98) (1.99) (s.oS) (1.51) (S.ll) (J .S7) 

Modified Standard h ternal Temperature 
65 OF T. 4.95 3.38 6.29 3.48 6.62 3.35 5.77 3.11 

1D 
(I.85) (1.87) (1.86) (1.04) (1.8S) (1.4S) (S.08) (1.7f) 

Measured T. 6.11 4.20 7.75 4.44 8.31 3.96 6.72 3.70 
1D (a.S5) (1.11) (S.S5) (I.Sl) (S.Sl) (1.61) (S.S7) (1.9S) 

Multiple Adjustmen1r11 
No Internal Gains & 3.51 2.29 4.55 2.33 4.64 2.31 4.48 2.17 

65 OF T. (1.19) {l.aO} (US) (1.41) (Uf) (ua) (I.SS) (1.11) 
60% A

13
p'flance & 4.17 2.78 5.36 2.94 5.59 2.82 5.11 2.24 

3000 tu/hour (I. 54} (1.48) (1.15) (1.10) (1.71) (US) (1.76) (1.11) 

75% Al3pliance & 4.59 3.14 5.82 3.33 6.09 3.15 5.49 2.55 
3000 tu/hour (1.15) (1.59) (1.71) (l.71) (1.81) (1.99) (1.89) (1.10) 

60%MCS;75%Control 4.42 2.78 5.82 2.94 6.09 2.82 5.49 2.24 
& 3000 Btulhour (1.71) (1 . .18) (1.71) (1.60) (1.81) (l.aS) (t.89) (1.1t) 

Weather Modificatio f18 
Portland Zone 1 5.62 3.90 7.10 3.93 7.32 - - -

(a. 04) (1.91) (S.Ol) (1.08) (1.91) (--) (--) (--) 
Only Idaho Houses 5.18 3.76 6.36 3.55 7.11 4.23 6.22 3.08 

(Standard Weather) (a. 09) (1.51) (a. 56) (l.Il) (1.79) (1.77) (-1.06) (1. It) 

0rl~ Idaho Houses 4.46 3.42 5.33 4.23 7.69 3.50 5.22 2.30 
w Boise TMY) (1.19) (l.a8) (a.19) (0.96) (1 . .19) (1..16) (S.56) (0.99) 

Table 4-1 shows that the average inside temperature for all RSDP houses was 
68.7 of. This is only 0.7 OF higher than the standard temperature of 68 of. Therefore, 
only a small decrease in space heating use should result when SUBMET adds a 
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temperature adjustment to the "No Adjustments" calculation. This is indeed the case, as 
shown in the "Only Temperature" row in Table 4-2. 

Measured internal gains were much higher than the SUBMET basecase. The gains 
above the standard were treated as additional space heat, so most houses would appear to 
require more space heating when standardized. The "Only Internal Gains" row shows 
that MCS houses increase about 1.4 kWh/year and Controls 2.1 kWh/year over the "No 
Adjustments". Clearly the internal gains adjustment is important, and is further 
explored in later modifications. In the range of adjustments explored, the internal gains 
adjustment appears to be much more significant than the inside temperature adjustment. 

Minimum T. -T t filter. To avoid periods of excessive inside temperature float or where 
a smaller f~~ctfo'h of internal gains contribute useful heat, we established an 18 of 
minimum inside-outside temperature difference criterion. We relaxed the criterion, using 
9 of and 0 of differences. Curiously, the space 'heating estimates did not significantly 
change with less stringent filters. However, the space heating estimates and standard 
errors of individual houses may have changed. Rela.xing the temperature difference 
requirement permits more houses to pass through SUHMET (because more houses meet 
the 8-point minimum), but we held the set of houses constant in this test so as not to 
introduce a bias.t 
Appliance contribution to internal gains. There is considerable evidence that part of the 
metered appliance energy use takes place outside the building envelope. These activities 
include exterior lighting, well pumps, and automobile engine block heaters. In addition, 
there are periods when appliance internal gains are dumped (by opening the windows or 
doors). The basecase assumes that 100% of the appliance energy use is converted to use
ful heat to offset furnace output. However, we modified the assumption to estimate space 
heating use when only 75%, 60%, and 50% is usable. A reduction in assumed heat sup
plied from internal gains implies that the inside temperature was maintained with less 
total energy than estimated in the 100% case. * 

As the assumed appliance contribution drops from 100% to 50%, a house appears to 
be more thermally efficient. At 50%, the annual space heating use of MCS houses falls 
1.3 kWh/year, and the Controls fall 1.7 kWh/year. The percentage drop in space heating 
is nevertheless greater for MCS (31 %) than for Controls (22%). This suggests that MCS 
houses obtain better relative benefit from internal gains, although the Control houses 
obtain more absolute benefit. 

The triple-meter data are not detailed enough to indicate the typical fraction of 
usable internal gains. ELCAP data will provide considerable insight here, both with 
respect to magnitude and timing of the gains. 

Standard Internal Gains. The standard internal gains used in the basecase was consider
ably lower than that measured. The Power Council assumed that energy-efficient appli
ances would eventually replace the existing appliances, and thus reduce the amount of 
waste heat generated. For most of the house's expected lifetime, a much lower level of 
internal gains should be assumed. We tested a variety of conditions. Not surprisingly, 

t One house had a defective data point (that somehow passed our filters) which appeared with the 
relaxed constraint, causing the analysis to fail; we removed that house in just this analysis. 
• This conclusion may at first be counterintuitive. The situation is similar to estimating a house's 
thermal performance under the assumption that a kerosene stove supplemented the furnace with a 
certain amount of heat, and then discovering that there was no kerosene stove present. If the house 
maintained the same inside temperature with less heat, then the house must have been more 
efficient than originally calculated. 
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the choice of standard internal gains, along with the fraction of it that contributes, will 
significantly affect the results. 

The basecase increases the standard internal gains linearly with the house's floor 
area. We modified the assumption to use a constant 2000 Btu/hour, that is, removed the 
Boor area dependence. Large houses thus have a lower standard, and more gains that are 
treated as space heat. Since the average RSDP house is larger than the 1350 square foot 
prototype, this modification slightly increases SUBMET's estimate of space heating use. 
MCS energy use increases more because they are, on average, larger than Control houses. 

Actual internal gains were close to 3000 Btu/hour. We modified the assumptions to 
use this value (for all Boor areas), and obtained estimates of space heating that were 
lower than the basecase. 

Modified Standard Internal Temperature. The basecase standardized to 68 of, but a com
mon assumption is 65 of. We modified the assumptions to produce an estimate at 65 of, 
and found that it lowered space heating use 0.8 kWh/year for MCS and 1.4 kWh/year for 
Controls. 

We also standardized to the inside temperature actually maintained in each house. 
Since the measured inside temperature was 68.7 OF and the basecase was 68 of, the 
difference in space heating use was almost nonexistant. 

Multiple Adjustments. BP A requested that we make additional SUBMET calculations for 
specific combinations of inside temperature, internal gains, and fractions ·of contribution. 
The adjustments indicate the changes made from the basecase; all assumptions other than 
those listed are the basecase. 

Weather Modifications. We ran Zone 1 houses through the Portland TMY (rather than 
the Seattle TMY). The results affect only houses in Zone 1 and All Zones. Not surpris
ingly, space heating use for all houses in Zone 1 dropped about 10%. 

It appeared that Idaho houses may not be accurately represented by the existing 
standard zone weather data. We therefore ran the Idaho houses alone, first using the nor
mal TMYs, and then using a Boise TMY for Idaho houses in all zones. Not surprisingly, 
use of the Boise TMY raised the the standard space heating for Zone 1 Idaho houses, and 
lowered space heating for Zones 2 and 3 Idaho houses. 
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Figure 4-1. SUBMET estimated space heating energy use. These consumptions have been 
normalized for floor area, internal gains, and inside temperature. The Power Council 
values are simulations for prototype houses with similar standard operating conditions. 
The extremes of each bar are the maximum and minimum values and the solid bar 
represents one standard deviation from the mean. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

We analyzed the thermal performance of the RSDP houses using several techniques. 
Our analysis relied on energy and temperature data from the triple-meters and blue
boxes, but also drew upon the occupant survey and audit data. We found that the SUB
MET model reasonably paralleled the Consu~ption Analysis' "Space/ A,rea" when similar 
operating assumptions were used. This suggested that SUBMET's normalization pro
cedures were also accurate. 

MCS Houses Used About 45~ Less Space Heating Energy 

MCS houses typically used 45% less space heat than Control houses. Using the 
basecase assumptions, the absolute regionwide savings were about 3.5 kWh/ft2-yr. Fig
ure 5-1 shows the absolute savings for the two groups in each climate zone. The absolute 
savings vary somewhat with climate zone, but the relative savings are similar. Figures 
5-1 and 5-2 also show that the energy savings and ratios of the two groups' energy use 
changed with the analytical proce'dure and climate zone. However, this report has shown 
that the direction of these changes are to be expected and are reasonable. 

The savings change when the assumptions are modified for internal gains, inside 
temperature, and climate zones. The most reasonable sets of assumptions, including the 
basecase, yield annual savings above 3 kWh/ft2

. The most sensitive assumption is the 
choice of standard internal gains and the portion appliance energy that is converted to 
useful heat. 

Our estimates based on monitored energy use differ from the Power Council's simu
lations (see Figures 5-1 and 4-1). In general, the Power Council simulations overes
timated Control house space heating energy use and underestimated MCS energy use. 
Significant differences in the insulation characteristics between the simulated prototypes 
and the houses as built probably explain part of the discrepancy. Other factors, such as 
wood heating and the assumption regarding solar access in SUNDAY, no doubt contri
bute. 

The distribution of space heating, as revealed in the standard deviations, was much 
narrower for the MCS houses. The MCS might reduce the uncertainty in forecasting the 
demand for electricity used for space heating. 

Extension or Results to the Whole RSDP Population and the Northwest 

Our sample contained over 70% of the houses participating in the RSDP. There is 
no evidence that the drop-outs were a unique sample or that our filters preferentially 
excluded a specific group of energy-using houses. We conclude that our results can be rea
sonably applied to the entire RSDP sample. We do not, however, make any generaliza
tions regarding the performance of the Model Conservation Standards in the Northwest 
outside the houses in the RSDP. 
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Figure 5-1. MCSenergy savings. MCS annually saves from 1.82 - 3.86 kWh/ft depending 
on the zone and measurement technique. The Council simulations for each zone are given 
for reference; however, the text explains why these simulations might not be appropriate 
for the group of houses actually monitored. 
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Figure 5-2. The ratio of MCS to Control for several indicators of performance. A ratio of 
0.92 indicates that the MCS houses used 92% of the energy of the Control houses. The 
first three clusters, total electricity use, space heating only, and Boor-area adjusted space 
heating, come from the 1985-86 consumption analysis. The ratios are presented for each 
zone. The SUBMET results are climate adjusted and normalized to the basecase operat
ing conditions. The last cluster consists of ratios derived from the Council simulations. 
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Appendix A: 

Plots of Three Sample Houses 

The following charts show various aspects of three houses' energy performance. We 
selected them to demonstrate good, moderate, and poor fits. (Other than that, no partic
ular selection criteria were used.) 

The energy profile plots show the weekly energy use for each end-use, plus inside and 
outside temperatures. These data have not been filtered, so blue-box failures are present 
as spikes. 

SUBMET's major adjustments and the regression to obtain the k-value and balance 
temperature are shown in the regression plots. Each monitoring period is shown as three 
points connected by arrows. The circle is the raw, unadjusted data; the arrow leading 
from the circle to the triangle is the temperature adjustment. The arrow connecting the 
triangle and the square is the internal gains adjustment. The key shows the direction of 
the arrows for two typical conditions, namely a house with higher-than-standard internal 
gains and a lower inside tempera~ure. For ID 13221222, the inside temperature is below 
the 68 of standard when it is cold outside, and higher when it is warm outside. The three 
lines are the regressions of each set of points. Note how, for ID 13221222, the internal 
gains adjustment for one period brought it into line with other periods. The occupant 
probably misread the furnace meter but correctly read the utility meter. (Since appliance 
use is calculated as the residual, the appliance adjustment compensated for the reading 
error.) The slope and balance temperature can change significantly with adjustments. In 
some cases, the adjustments offset each other, leading to a virtually unchanged slope and 
intercept. 

At least one defective observation-as seen in the profile-slipped through our filters 
in ID 41221014 and was included in the regression. (You can't win them all.) 

The outside-inside temperature plots show how inside temperature is relatively con
stant at low temperatures, and then begins rising at higher outside temperatures. The 
lower temperature is probably the thermostat setting. Most houses are already clearly 
Boating when the average outside temperature rises above 55 of. These are unfiltered 
data, and therefore contains defective observations. 
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Appendix B: 

A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SUBMET 

This appendix describes major aspects of the program, SUBMET. The goal is not to 
show every feature; rather, it is to provide the reader sufficient understanding of the gen
eral procedures and major assumptions. SUBMET was originally designed for the ther
mal analysis of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory's compilation of new, low-energy buildings 
(BECA-A). Many of its features or variables are unrelated to the buildings in the Pacific 
Northwest. For example, none of the adjustments for fuel-burning homes were used in 
the RSDP analysis. We have nevertheless shown some of these features to enable the 
reader to better understand SUBMET's capabilities. 

SUBMET was designed to perform a thermal analysis on monitored houses with 
submetered ("SUBMETered") data. It assumes that furnace input, inside temperature, 
internal gains, and local weather data are available. It therefore differs from PRISM*, 
which uses whole-building consumption and weather station data only. SUBMET uses 
the extra information to standardize the performance of houses to permit comparison of 
tbermal performance. PRISM also uses degree-days (to varying bases) wbile SUBMET 
uses average outside temperatures. 

Why is a Procedure Like SUBMET Needed! 

One goal of tbe RSDP was to determine tbe energy savings (and cost-effectiveness) of 
tbe Model Conservation Standards based on monitored energy use. Tbis goal requires an 
estimate of tbe average energy savings from tbe MCS. Tbe Consumption Analysis 
presented in Section 3 is tbe simplest metbod to determine total space beating energy sav
ings. Unfortunately it is potentially misleading because many confounding factors are 
ignored. Tbese factors include: 

• 1985-86 was an unusually cold winter 
• MCS bouses maintained higber inside temperatures 
• MCS houses are significantly larger 
• appliance energy use (hence internal gains) differed 
• future bomes will have more efficient appliances, bence 

internal gains will be less than now 

To standardize the results (to the average winter, tbe typical house, tbe future house, 
etc.) and to compa.re our results witb simulations, some sort of normalization is needed. 

Details or SUBMET 

SUBMET makes numerous assumptions in tbe process of estimating an annual space 
heating consumption. A Bow chart of tbe SUBMET logic is shown in Figure 8:-1. Tbe 
inputs are sbown on tbe left side, SUBMET calculations in the center, and outputs on the 
right. Tbe numeric, logical, and operating parameters for SUBMET are sbown in Table 
8:-1. Tbis sbows the options available witb the present version of the program. 

• See Fels. M. ed. "Measuring Energy Savings: The Scorekeeping Approach". Energy and Buildings, 
Vo1.9 Nos 1 and 2. (1986) for a description of the PRISM's applications. 
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SUBMET uses two kinds of data: time-independent and time-dependent. The time 
independent data consists of house and system characteristics. The time dependent data 
consists of energy, temperature, and occupancy data for each time interval. These are 
shown in Tables B-2. SUBMET Itccepts data of varying length, that is, one period is 4 
days, the next 7 days, etc. We have normalized to weekly consumption for RSDP based 
on the duration of the period. (This is done by software outside of SUBMET.) Internally, 
SUBMET calculates all regressions using daily data. 

SUBMET regresses space heating against outside temperature to obtain overall ther
mal performance parameters, that is, the slope ("k-value") and the x-intercept ("balance 
temperature"). The fundamental approach is similar to Princeton's PRISM, except that 
SUBMET assumes that submetered energy use for the furnace, appliances and water 
heater, and average inside and outside temperatures are available for each interval. SUB
MET can therefore perform a much more sophisticate~ analysis with numerous adjust
ments to reflect variations among periods and buildings. Like PRISM, the outputs are a 
normalized annual space heating consumption, except the normalization also includes nor
malized inside temperature and level of internal gains. 

SUBMET's unique feature is that it adjusts a building'S space heating use to reflect 
variations in inside temperature and internal gains. It performs the adjustment on each 
observation (that is, each interval with energy and temperature data) prior to the regres
sion rather than adjusting the results after the regression. This permits SUBMET to cap
ture weekly variation in operating procedures, and to adjust for them prior to finding the 
best fit. 

SUBMET standardizes inside temperature by adjusting the measured outside tem
perature. For example, an average inside temperature of 88 OF would be normalized by 
lowering the measured outside average temperature 20 OF (assuming that the standard 
inside temperature is 68 OF). A new adjustment is made for the next week (because the 
in-laws have left, and the thermostat is returned to a more reasonable setting.) The SUB
MET output is shown in Table B-3. While SUBMET uses SI units internally, we con
verted them to customary units for this report. 

SUBMET standardizes internal gains by adjusting the furnace output. The 
definition of internal gains is given in Table B-4; these can be changed if desired. If appli
ance energy use is greater than the standard amount, say 3000 Btu/hour, then the excess 
is added to the furnace output. If a house had 10,000 Btu/hr average internal gains dur
ing a week, SUBMET will add 7,000 Btu/hr to the furnace output. If a house had only 
1,000 Btu/hr interna.l gains during one week, then SUBMET 8ubtracts 2,000 Btu/hr from 
the furnace input for that week. The logic in this case is that, if the house had had the 
standard internal gains (that is, more heat than actually occurred), then the furnace 
would not have needed to provide as much heat. 

The standardization of internal gains and inside temperature is clearer when shown 
graphically, as in Appendix A. Each monitoring period is shown as three points con
nected by arrows. The circle is the raw, unadjusted data; the arrow leading from the cir
cle to the triangle is the temperature adjustment. The arrow connecting the triangle and 
the square is the internal gains adjustment. The three lines are the regressions fits of 
each set of poin ts. 

Most of SUBMET's calculations deal with estimating the the size of the internal 
gains and temperature adjustments based on number of occupants, water heater location, 
heating system type, etc. These are outlined in Table B-4. (Again, only part of them 
apply with the RSDP.) The operator must specify standard indoor temperature and inter
nal gains. 
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SUBMET then estimates the building's space heating use for a typical year when 
operated under standard conditions. The inputs are the standardized k-value and balance 
temperature and the temperature data taken from the appropriate weather station. It 
calculates space heating consumption [k(Thal-Tost)] for each period where the outside aver
age temperature is less than the balance temperature. The sum of these calculations 
yields the annual heating use . 
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Figure B-1. A flow chart of the logic used in SUBMET to create a standardized consump
tion. 
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Table B-1. SUBMET Parameters and Operation. (Defaults are those for the basecase.) 

Number Name Default Description 
Numerie Parametel'll 

1 keyseason 0 Season Number - 0 means all seasons 
2 mindt O·C Minimum T. -T t - ~T 
3 maxdt l000·C Maximum T.D -rfu t -~ T 

l000·C M· o'D .~u T 4 maxtout axlmum utsl e emperature 
5 min tout -1000·C Minimum Outside Temperature 
6 minperiods 8 Minimum necessary good periods 
7 weathper 52 Weather periods per year 
8 outCorm 2 Output Format (1..,2) 
9 standtin 20·C Standard T. 
10 occpercent 100% Occupant t#to apply to Int. Gains 
11 apppercent 100% Appl. % to apply to Int. Gains 
12 siginter 12.5 Standard Internal Gains - 0 intercept (MJ/day) 
13 sigslope 0.3 Standard Internal Gains - Slope (MJ/day) 

Loslcal Parametera 
16 sine6t + Compute Furnace Output w / aine 6t over MinIMax T t 

17 aqCtin - Compute Furnace Output with average T. ou 

18 intgadj + Standardize Internal Gains ID 
19 occdata + Use available Occupancy inCormation 
20 dhwadj + Include DHW in internal gains 
21 pshdata + Use available PSH system type inCo 
22 writeop - Write to Datatrieve output domain 
23 tmyweather + Use TMY Weather, rather than LTA 
24 tinadj + Standardize Inside Temperature 
25 writetemp - Write regression values to output file 

Character Parameters 
26 database R Rsdp vs Beca-A 
27 6leminmax MinIMax weather data 
28 6leweather Weather File - TMY or LTA 
29 6lepar Parameter File 
30 outfile Output File (ASCU) ~ 

31 6leti Time Independant House Characteristics 
32 6letd Time Dependant House Information 
33 6leop Datatrieve output 6le 
34 filenumlist List of houses to analyze 

All temperature6 in Oentigrade. 

Currently, parameters are accessed via their number, e.g. tl -, ao nbmet.out , or 68 . Eventu
ally, the program should be upgraded to accept the parameter name or an abbreviation at which 
point the numbers can be disposed oC. 

To start SUBMET processing, enter ,0 on a line by itself. 

Each house id will be listed on the screen as processing oC it commences. 
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Table B-2. Data Inputs to SUBMET. 

Parameter Information 
Typically, a standard set of changes to the defaults will be stored in a file, then called with 
the ji/epar option. The status of each parameter is output to the ji/eout file before any house 
information. This currently takes 32 lines. 

House ID List 
This ascii text file (the num/ist) consists of lines each containing a house id of the appropri
ate form (4 digits for BECAA, and 8 digits for RSDP). There need not be any data associ
ated with the house, but houses with insufficient good data will not appear in any output. 

Weather 
Weather consists of two varieties: 

LTA Weather 
is monthly long-term average temperatures derived from NOAA weather stations. 
Associated MAXjMIN data may be called up from a separate file. 

TMYWeather 
is dry-bulb hourly temperature aggregated into either weekly or monthly intervals, 
with average, maximum, .and minimum temperatures. 

Time-Independant House Characteristics (subset used in RSDP) 

consists of: 

• Weather Station ID (6 digits for LTA, 5 digits plus blank for TMY) 

• Primary Space Heating System Type (not used in this report) 

• Primary Space Heating Fuel Type 

• Domestic Hot Water (DHW) Heater System Type 

• DHW Heater Location 

Time-Dependant House Information (subset used in RSDP) 

consists of: 

• Season Number (l-origin; 0 for al/ aea8ons) 

• Period Number (not currently used in SUBMET) 

• Period Duration (Days) 

• Primary Space Heating Energy Used (MJ) 

• Number of Occupants 

• DHW Heater Energy Used (MJ) 

• Appliance Energy Used (MJ) 

• Inside Average Temperature ( ·C) 

• Outside Average Temperature (·C) 
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Table B-3. SUBMET Output. 

• Inside Average Temperature ( ·C) 

• Outside Average Temperature (·C) 

• Average Period Duration (Days) 

• Season Number 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

Unadjusted and Standardized Performance Parameters 

K-Value (W j"C) 

K-Value/Area (W / ·Cm2) 

Balance Temperature ( ·C) 

R-Squared 

Coefficient of Variation 

Annual Furnace Output (GJ) 

Annual Furnace Output/Area (MJ/m2) 

Annual Heat Loss (GJ) 

Annual Free Heat (GJ) 

Adjustments Applied (Temperature, Internal Gains, Weather) 

Number of points used in regression 

Standardized Performance Only 

Average Internal Gains (W) 

Standardized Internal Gains (W) 

AQINT (GJ) 

AQSOL (GJ) 

Output form 1 produces about 25 lines per house; form 2 produces 4 lines per house contain
ing the same information, but without titles. 
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Table B-4. SUBMET Assumptions. 

Fixed: 
• Heat Pump COP = 1 if T •• t> 15.6 ·C, or T •• t < -23.3 ·C . 

Between -23.3 ·C and 15.6 ·C, COP = 1.78 + 0.029 T o•t - 0.00071 T;.t + 0.00001l T~.t 

This is the same for air and water source Heat Pumps. (Not used in analysis for this report). 

• 
• 

Electric resistance space and water heater efficiency default to 1 . 

QDHW = Standby·Location + 0.05(Eff·EDHW - Standby) 

1.2Vol(m3)1.~T 
Standby( W)= --R---V:-a-Iu'="~--
Location Factor ~T Variable 

Unheated Attic 0.3 TDHW- Location 
2 

Unheated Basement 0.6 T DHW-( Tin +6) E DHW 
Unheated Crawlspace 0.3 T DHW-( T o•t+6) Volume 
Unheated Garage 0.5 T DHW-( T o•t+6) T DHW 
Living Space 1.0 TDHW-Tin Tank R- Value 
Outside 0.0 0.0 

Derault 

Living Space 

15.8MJ /day· Occupants 
150 liters =39.6 gallons 
60 ·C=140 ·F 
1.6 

• Normalized Annual Consumption (NAC) is computed by one of two methods; 
For a straight linear model, 

p-rna 

NAC = E k(Tblll-To•t ) 
p-I 

for each weather period where T blll > T o•t 
For sine fit weather adjustment, each period is divided into 24 hourly components 

p-mu A-24 To• t - To• t . h 7r 

NAC= E E k( T bal-( max man sin-+ T o•t}} 
p_1 la-I 2 12 

for each hour component of each weather period where T blll > T o•t d d 
4- lute 

Variable: 
• Only certain temperature ranges are useful for accurately computing annual performance indica

tors. Outside temperature limits are compared to only the unadjusted outside temperatures. 

• A minimum number of periods is necessary to perform a meaningful regression. 

• Internal Gains that are standardized for include appliance energy, hot water heater losses, and 
occupant metabolic contribution. 

• Qocc = 7.6MJ/person·dayoccperc = 88.0W/person 

• Standard Internal Gains Assumptions: 

• 

• 

Name 
BECA-A 
Alternate 
BPA 
NWPPC 
Basecase 

61 + 0.282area 
26.78 + 0.3294art:a 
75 
50 
12.5 + 0.3area 

2962 
1975 
494 + 1.1area(ft2) 

Appliance energy contribution to Internal Gains can be up to 100%. 
0.8kWh 

Qapp = appperc·(E/Jpp-Occupants· d ) 
a1l 

Occupants defaults to O.02area(m2) = O.OOI86area(ft2) = area (ft
2

) 
538 
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Appendix C: 

Floor Areas of Consumption Data Set 
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Figure C-l. Floor areas in the Consumption Analysis. 
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11111140 11111145 11111153 11211122 11211136 11211144 11221242 11221247 
12111117 12121117 12121152 12211100 12211102 12211104 12211105 12211110 
12211114 12211120 12211132 12211133 12211146 12221200 12221221 12221227 
12221236 12221240 12221245 12221272 12221276 12221279 12221280 12221282 
12221283 12221284 12221285 12221289 13211101 13211115 13211119 13211124 
13211125 13221203 13221219 13221222 13221234 13221235 13221243 13221248 
13221274 13221275 23111514 23111573 23121573 23121574 23211503 23211506 
23211511 23211515 23211517 23211518 23211522 23211525 23211527 23211528 
23211531 23211538 23211541 23211544 23211547 23211549 23211553 23211554 
23211556 23211557 23211560 23211561 23211562 23211564 23211570 23211578 

~., 

23211581 23211582 23221799 23221800 23221802 23221807 23221809 23221810 
23221812 23221813 23221817 23221818 23221820 23221821 23221822 23221823 
23221824 23221825 23221827 23221830 23221831 23221833 23221834 23221837 ? 

23221839 23221840 23221841 23221848 23221853 23221857 23221858 23221862 .. 
23221871 23221875 23221920 23221921 23221922 23221923 23221924 23221925 
23221926 31211101 31211106 31211128 31211134 31211146 31211200 31211217 
31211244 31211253 31211265 31211268 31211270 31211271 31211292 31211297 
31211315 31211340 31211377 31211399 31211408 31211409 31211421 31211424 

/" 31221604 31221605 31221608 31221609 31221610 31221612 31221613 31221625 
31221627 31221635 31221638 31221646 31221655 31221663 31221668 31221670 
31221675 31221678 31221679 31221690 31221695 31221699 31221705 31221710 
31221718 31221719 31221721 31221723 31221724 31221725 31221735 31221738 
31221741 31221745 31221749 31221762 31221771 32211110 32211111 32211289 
32211299 32211310 32211395 32211427 32221601 32221636 32221656 32221681 
41111045 41111112 41111151 41111174 41111209 41111215 41111235 41111237 
41121151 41121209 41121215 41121217 41121239 41211012 41211014 41211023 
41211024 41211026 41211031 41211033 41211038 41211047 41211049 41211051 
41211053 41211054 41211055 41211058 41211060 41211062 41211065 41211071 
41211073 41211079 41211086 41211089 41211090 41211094 41211106 41211108 
41211122 41211124 41211125 41211127 41211131 41211132 41211153 41211156 
41211157 41211158 41211162 41211163 41211164 41211166 41211170 41211180 
41211182 41211188 41211197 41211201 41211202 41211203 41211204 41211220 
41211244 41211245 41211254 41211259 41211260 41211265 41211267 41211268 
41211272 41211275 41211276 41211289 41221008 41221012 41221014 41221018 
41221020 41221022 41221026 41221027 41221028 41221029 41221030 41221031 
41221033 41221038 41221039 41221041 41221047 41221049 41221051 41221055 
41221058 41221061 41221063 41221069 41221079 41221081 41221089 41221102 
41221109 41221112 41221117 41221118 41221121 41221125 41221126 41221127 
41221131 41221133 41221135 41221136 41221137 41221165 41221166 41221167 
41221171 41221173 41221177 41221181 41221182 41221185 41221188 41221190 
41221193 41221194 41221195 41221197 41221199 41221201 41221211 41221216 -' 

41221220 41221222 41221224 41221226 41221227 41221230 41221232 41221236 
41221238 41221241 41221242 41221243 41221247 41221252 41221254 41221256 
41221257 41221258 41221263 41221264 41221268 41221269 41221278 41221279 
41221293 41221300 41221343 41221348 41221349 41221364 41221369 41221370 
41221377 41221384 41221389 41221398 41311167 42111021 42111144 42121144 
42211004 42211017 42211035 42211037 42211044 42211085~2211088 42211099 
42211110 42211115 42211116 42211121 42211129 42211141 42211142 42211147 '!I 

42211148 42211263 42211282 42211283 42211284 42211285 42221075 42221076 
42221097 42221146 42221148 42221149 42221150 42221152 42221154 42221157 ~ 

42221297 42221357 42221402 42221405 42311224 42311242 v. 

;; 

Table C-1. Houses in both Consumption and SUBMET analysis. 
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Houses in only the SUBMET Analysis. 

11121142 11121153 11211139 12211131 13211113 23111512 23121523 23211510 
23211558 23211566 23211568 23211572 23221946 31111218 31211122 31211166 
31211210 31211248 31211250 31211260 31211308 31211327 31211380 31221603 
31221614 31221620 31221621 31221642 31221685 31221687 31221693 31221708 
31221732 31221734 31221740 31221751 31221757 31221767 31221768 31311338 
32211186 32221748 41211008 41211018 41211025 41211027 41211048 41211067 
41211072 41211077 41211118 41211128 41211161 41211187 41211196 41211234 
41211252 41211255 41211256 41211261 41211271 41211274 41221056 41221064 
41221078 41221208 41221239 41221277 41221286 41221315 41221330 41221332 
41221361 41221374 41221380 41221390 41221407 41311205 42211042 42211111 
42211145 42221284 42221382 

Houses in only the Consumption Analysis. 

11111142 11211141 12111152 12211103 12211108 12211149 12221201 12221271 
13211123 13211150 23211505· 23211507 23211513 23211516 23211519 23211535 
23211536 23211537 23211539 23211550 23211563 23221803 23221808 23221829 
23221836 23221854 23221855 23221863 31211113 31211135 31211153 31211177 
31211183 31211195 31211201 31211216 31211254 31211378 31211403 31221617 
31221628 31221633 31221641 31221647 31221660 31221661 31221664 31221669 
31221671 31221672 31221674 31221677 31221706 31221707 31221716 31221720 
31221726 31221728 31221739 31221756 31221766 31221770 32221676 41111028 
41111217 41121174 41121211 41121213 41211019 41211039 41211050 41211070 
41211074 41211075 41211087 41211097 41211171 41211181 41211266 41221005 
41221025 41221043 41221048 41221054 41221057 41221062 41221080 41221092 
41221111 41221113 41221161 41221176 41221212 41221218 41221231 41221267 
41221289 41221292 41221298 41221303 41221305 41221322 41221338 41221345 
41221351 41221358 41221378 41221387 41221399 41311186 41311189 41311258 
42211003 42211015 42211041 42211096 42211206 42211304 

Table 0-2. Houses in only Consumption or SUHMET analyses. 
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Area-adjusted Space Heat Comparison (kWh/m2yr) 
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Figure C-2, A scatterplot of space heating energy use calculated by SUBMET with no 
adjustments against the Consumption Analysis' "Space/Area". Some scatter is to be 
expected given differences in weather assumptions (actual versus TMY), but the plot 
shows that SUBMET accurately predicts actual use when the "as operated" inside tem
peratures and internal gains are used. 
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